
THE REPUBLIC OF KENYA
IN THE TAX APPEALSTRIBUNAL

APPEAL NO.16 OF 2016

ICEA LION LIFEASSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED APPELLANT

- VERSUS-

THE COMMISSIONER OF DOMESTIC TAXES RESPONDENT

BACKGROUND

1. The Appellant originally filed an Appeal . st the Respondent before

the defunct VAT AI{~Is Tribunal at Nairof ing Appeal No. 27 of

3.

ibunal pronoun ~ itself on the2.

n the issue of "self

he right to Appeal against the said

decision which y the aggrieved party within 14

days from the date er the provisions of Section 33

(2) of the repealed VAT 0 date no party has appealed against that

limb of the Tribunal's decision

4. The Respondent had issued a composite assessment against the Appellant

for Kshs.57,778,249/- but did not segregate the said amount to show

how much related to "self supply" and how much related to

"apportionment" .
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5. It emerges from a reading of the said Judgment that up to the conclusion

of the said Appeal the Respondent had neither filed its statement of facts

as required by law nor acknowledged receipt of a sum of

Kshs.8,107,778/= which the Appellant had paid after using the direct

attribution method in calculating what it owed the Respondent.

6. At the conclusion of its Judgment the . unal after finding in favour of

the Appellant tasked both parties t .eed and carry out the exercise

of segregating the composite a in respect to tax attributable to

apportionment of input tax fro

7. The Respondent was ordered to carry ou said segregation within

seven (7) days fro

ties the issue

8.

with the order 0

segregation of the co '

the Judgment. Neither did

granted.

CURRENT STATUS

9. The current proceedings were commenced by a letter dated 11th March

2016 by the Appellant's tax agent on behalf of its current Appellant

whose name has now legally changed to ICEA LION LIFE ASSURANCE

COMPANY OF EAST AFRICA. In that letter the Tribunal was to

ribunal in carrying out the said

within the timelines set out in

of the parties exercise the right of appeal
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adjudicate on the issue of apportionment which had not been resolved

as earlier directed.

10. At the hearing of these proceedings the parties were represented by Mr.

Stephen Kamau for the Appellant and Doreen Karwitha, for the

Respondent, with their respective teams appeared before us from the 11th

of August 2016 when we decided it was appropriate for the

Appellant to file a formal applica . bring this Appeal within our

jurisdiction since the defunct nal was no longer operational

and there was considerable since the Judgment of the

defunct Tribunal had been delivered.

11. We therefore ordere I Application within

seven (7) and serve the

Appellant parties duly

12. 0 y way of Notice of

es allowed and the parties granted

and appropriate

APPELLANT'SARGUMENTS

13. In its written submissions 20th September 2016 the Appellant

embarked on a detailed argument on the method and rationale that it

applied in determining input VAT where a taxpayer deals in both exempt

and taxable sales. The Appellant argued that there are two methods

allowed under paragraph 17 of the repealed VAT Regulations 1994

which are the standard method and the direct attribution method.
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14. The Appellant advanced various reasons to buttress its position that the

direct attribution method it had used was lawful and was the basis upon

which it had paid the sum of Kshs.8.107.778.60/= on 27th March 2012

which was based on the fact that it had leased out 76% of its building

while it occupied 24% and therefore this apportionment was accurate.

15. The Appellant cited several Authorities.d support of its case which we

have carefully looked into.

RESPONDENT'S ARGUMENTS

16. The Respondent in its writ

advanced the argument that it was necess

"attribution approv .

repealed VAT Regulatld

17. The Respo

dated 7th October 2016.

r the Appellant to seek

. ula applied

authorities cited

considered.

ISSUEFOR DETERMINATION

19. What is of concern to this Ap I is the final Order of the said Tribunal

which states as follows;

(22) 66Wefurther Order that on the issue of apportionment of input tax,

the Respondent should segregate in his composite assessment within seven

(7) days of this Ruling, the tax attributable to apportionment of input tax

from the tax attributable to self supply. If there is a variance between the

amounts paid by the Appellant on apportionment of input tax from the

Respondent

vailed to t

it's argument based on the

ibunal which we have carefully

18.
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amounts computed by the Respondent on the same, and the parties are

unable to agree, the case should be referred back to this Tribunal within

14 days hereof for adjudication. We have however noted the Respondent

failed to file his Statement of Facts. This Tribunal will take this failure into

account".

ANALYSIS AN D FIN DINGS

20. It is quite explicit and

determine "if there is a vari

Appellant on apportionment

the Respondent on the same." The partie

"the issue of the ab

disagreed" .

arties were only required to

een the amount paid by the

m the amount computed by

only required to refer

21. peal having

arties who in any event

di re-open arguments

ision as the only issue was a formal

mathematical pro nt of the input tax from the tax

attributable to self sup > vitation to the parties hereto to

reopen the appeal for fres rther argument.

22. It is further clear that the par s were to refer the matter back to the

Tribunal if there was no agreement on the amount, if any, of the

variance between the above figures.

23. The Tribunal had accorded the parties a fourteen (14) days window

within which to make this reference but the parties were unable to avail

themselves of this opportunity hence the current proceedings.
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24. We have carefully considered the detailed arguments by the Appellant and

Respondent including the authorities cited in support of their respective

arguments. It is quite clear that both the Appellant and the Respondent

have proceeded to reargue the Appeal that was before the defunct V.A.T

Tribunal as which Appeal as indicated earlier was fully heard and

determined.

25. In view of this finding it is not nece

demerits of those arguments w

determination by the defunct

26. As indicated earlier it is not open to either

Appeal under the gut contest on the ap

and the tax attributabl Iy. In our view,

27.

r us to delve in the merits or

spent with the conclusion and

e parties to reargue this

nment of input tax

udgment of the

s which the

ich they did not Appeal.

pondent had issued

which did not segregate

how much of Iy and how much related to

apportionment ed in the same Tribunal the

Respondent did not acknoe and neither has it confirmed receipt of

the said sum of Kshs. 8,107,7 /=. In the current proceedings as was

also observed in the said Judgment, the Respondent did not file its

Statement of Facts and neither has it contested the Appellant's Statement

of Facts.

28. The Respondent has now curiously by way of fresh argument of the

Appeal plucked a sum of Kshs.33,293,581.30/= from the air which it now

parties
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calls additional assessment and which it now claims is due and payable by

the Appellant.

29. If the Respondent is to be believed and taking into account the sum paid

to it by the Appellant, the assessment to which the defunct VAT Tribunal

sought to be segregated would be a sum of Kshs.41,401,359.90/=. The

truth of the matter is that the Respond originally issued a composite

assessment of Kshs.57,778,249/= w he amount of the Appeal and

which is the sum of money whi / be segregated according to the

Judgment of the defunct Tri .spondent does not explain

where the current assessment of Kshs.41,401,

30. As already indicated i

of the Appeal

Tribunal.

ore-hear the merits

e defunct VAT

, ellant's appo ent of the

law. We find that the

Res sted apportionment

ORDER

31. The Respondent did nt of Facts before the defunct

Tribunal and before us a ither has it acknowledged the receipt of

Kshs.8,107,778.60/= paid it by the Appellant. Further, the

Respondent misled this Tribunal by abandoning the original assessment

before the defunct Tribunal and fictitiously creating another assessment,

which has no basis in Law and not a subject of this Appeal. Accordingly,

This Appeal is accordingly allowed and the Respondent is ordered to pay

costs of Kshs.10,000/= to the Appellant.
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~Cfr
DATED and DELIVEREEDat NAIROBI this.~ ••••..DAY OF.~ .•2017

In the presence of: /:r:1R":!t!~u:. .r!J.~~f!1.~.r..~'?:~:::r:.~-r:'..~1.~..for the Appellant

.4M4~fI·-(~ I RA1iDU m-tD &N#!J) kIA-au................................................... for the Respondent

OMAR J. MOHAM
MEMBER

JOSEPHINE MAANGI
MEMBER
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